
NIRS Quarterly Call Agenda 6/10/19 

 

Introductions 

Reminders/ Deadlines 

 -Fiscal Year end date 

 - Need to enter data and have surveys in by 6/30  

NIRS Updates 

MCHB Programs 

 - New options for DGIS Export Review 

 - DGIS 2019+:  New format and data packaging 

 - New LEND reports- deploying 8/1/19 

  1. Activities: Training 04: Collaborative interactions (Discretionary Grant Performance 
Measures, Appendix B, page 73-75 

  2.  Activities: CSHCN 3 (Children and Youth with Special Health Care Needs (CSHCN) 
Measures) (Discretionary Grant Performance Measures, Appendix B, Page 46-47) 

  3.  CB (Capacity Building) 2: Technical Assistance (Tiers 1 and 2) (Discretionary Grant 
Performance Measures, Appendix B, page 8-10) 

  4.  CH (Child Health) 3 (Discretionary Grant Performance Measures Appendix B, page 36-
37) 

All Centers 

-Add New Report “Trainee Gender Identity” to dataset Trainees>Standard Reports> All and for 
Central office (network data) 

- AUCD website, online Directory:  enable search results to be downloaded into excel file. 

-AUCD website, online Directory:  AUCD State Profiles upload 

-Products dataset- New Language data fields and textbox. 

-Import- Demo on testing site. 

 

Questions from Coordinators and Open Discussion 

-Trainees spanning multiple years, trainee consent for entry into NIRS database (e.g. short-term trainees 
within the center) 



-Will we ever have to a “jump to” button again? Can you add “none of the above” to “Type of continuing 
education activity” in the Continuing Education/Community Training Activity Data Form?  

-  How do other centers track in-kind contributions (when indirect fees are waived) in NIRS? 

-How do other centers capture their CAC meetings in NIRS? 

-Do Coordinators enter products only once and check a box to indicate availability in another language 
or format, or do they enter products once per language/format…or both? 

-How to deal with non-standard trainees who a) Leave the program early or b) are completing the 
training over 2 years instead of 1 (i.e. 16-18 months). I would to hear from other data coordinators who 
have done this for a long time to see how they are handled. 

-Review what types of data auto-export to the EHB? -Would it be possible to add a column with the 
Activity ID # when looking at your list of entries? Currently, the columns are Title, Manage, Core 
Function, Date, Added and Edited. Adding the Activity ID # would be helpful. 


